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CB-50 

Low Back 

Lounge Chair 

CB-52 

Low Back

Settee

CB-53 

Low Back

Sofa

CB-511

Ottoman

D 85cm

H 72.4cm

SH 40.6cm

Arm H 50.8cm

W 75cm

W 141cm

W 207cm

W 59cm

D 50.8cm

H 30.5cm

D 33 1/2”

H 28 1/2”

SH 16”

Arm H 20”

W 29 1/2”

W 55 1/2”

W 81 1/2”

W 23 1/4”

D 20”

H 12”

WOOD FRAME 

LOUNGE SEATING

“Living in a glass house makes you design 

pieces to look immaculate from every 

angle,” says Craig Bassam, who designed the 

BassamFellows Wood Frame Lounge series for 

his own home. The outcome is a remarkably 

lightweight, yet sophisticated lounge range. 

The lounges are infinitely adaptable pieces. 

This versatility is the result of the lounge’s 

sublime, rigorously conceived form, which 

deconstructs the bulkiness of traditional lounge 

seating — an exposed structural wood frame 

and a system of thin, layered cushions. 

The structural honesty achieves the 

appearance of a “floating” seat, angled for 

ergonomic balance, allowing the user to 

settle in rather than perch. Comfort is also of 

utmost importance. Within its minimal profile 

are seat and back cushions comprised of a 

variable density foam core surrounded by plush 

down and feather pillows that are hand sewn, 

tufted and welted. Lumbar and bolster cushions 

are removable and are comprised of down 

and feather fill. 

Exposed frame in solid Walnut, White Oak,

Ash or Ebonized Ash.

Foam and down cushions with inverted seams,

tufted and welted.

Textile detailing with topstitch

Design 2005
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CB-510

High Back 

Lounge Chair 

   

CB-512

High Back

Settee

CB-513

HIgh Back

Sofa

CB-511

Ottoman

D 85cm

H 95.2cm

SH 40.6cm

Arm H 50.8cm

W 75cm

W 141cm

W 207cm

W 59cm

D 50.8cm

H 30.5cm

D 33 1/2”

H 37 1/2”

SH 16”

Arm H 20”

W 29 1/2”

W 55 1/2”

W 81 1/2”

W 23 1/4”

D 20”

H 12”

Exposed frame in solid Walnut, White Oak,

Ash or Ebonized Ash.

Foam and down cushions with inverted seams,

tufted and welted.

Textile detailing with topstitch

Design 2005

WOOD FRAME 

LOUNGE SEATING

“Living in a glass house makes you design 

pieces to look immaculate from every 

angle,” says Craig Bassam, who designed the 

BassamFellows Wood Frame Lounge series for 

his own home. The outcome is a remarkably 

lightweight, yet sophisticated lounge range. 

The lounges are infinitely adaptable pieces. 

This versatility is the result of the lounge’s 

sublime, rigorously conceived form, which 

deconstructs the bulkiness of traditional lounge 

seating — an exposed structural wood frame 

and a system of thin, layered cushions. 

The structural honesty achieves the 

appearance of a “floating” seat, angled for 

ergonomic balance, allowing the user to 

settle in rather than perch. Comfort is also of 

utmost importance. Within its minimal profile 

are seat and back cushions comprised of a 

variable density foam core surrounded by plush 

down and feather pillows that are hand sewn, 

tufted and welted. Lumbar and bolster cushions 

are removable and are comprised of down 

and feather fill. 
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CB-51 

Wing Back 

Lounge Chair   

CB-522

Wing Back

Settee

CB-533 

Wing Back

Sofa

CB-511

Ottoman

D 85cm

H 106.7cm

SH 40.6cm

Arm H 50.8cm

W 75cm

W 141cm

W 207cm

W 59cm

D 50.8cm

H 30.5cm

D 33 1/2”

H 42”

SH 16”

Arm H 20”

W 29 1/2”

W 55 1/2”

W 81 1/2”

W 23 1/4”

D 20”

H 12”

WOOD FRAME 

LOUNGE SEATING

“Living in a glass house makes you design 

pieces to look immaculate from every 

angle,” says Craig Bassam, who designed the 

BassamFellows Wood Frame Lounge series for 

his own home. The outcome is a remarkably 

lightweight, yet sophisticated lounge range. 

The lounges are infinitely adaptable pieces. 

This versatility is the result of the lounge’s 

sublime, rigorously conceived form, which 

deconstructs the bulkiness of traditional lounge 

seating — an exposed structural wood frame 

and a system of thin, layered cushions. 

The structural honesty achieves the 

appearance of a “floating” seat, angled for 

ergonomic balance, allowing the user to 

settle in rather than perch. Comfort is also of 

utmost importance. Within its minimal profile 

are seat and back cushions comprised of a 

variable density foam core surrounded by plush 

down and feather pillows that are hand sewn, 

tufted and welted. Lumbar and bolster cushions 

are removable and are comprised of down 

and feather fill. 

Exposed frame in solid Walnut, White Oak, 

Ash or Ebonized Ash.

Foam and down cushions with inverted seams, 

tufted and welted.

Textile detailing with topstitch

Design 2005


